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let everyone perform at 
their best and achieve 
so much more
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End those everyday 
frustrations
How many times do people spend 
longer trying to get information than 
the time they actually spend using it?

Routine tasks made 
intuitively simple
What if business software was as  
easy to handle as the apps we use  
on our phones? 
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The Access  
Workspace vision
With instant access to what you need, 
when you need it, productivity and 
achievement soar.

Work that doesn’t 
feel like work
When business software feels good, 
you’ll perform at your best and be  
free to do so much more.
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Work that doesn’t 
feel like work

The Access 
Workspace vision

Routine tasks made 
intuitively simple

End those 
everyday  
frustrations

At Access we promise our customers the freedom to 
do more. That means providing the most powerful and 
feature-rich software to expert users. At the same time, 
the software enables employees to gain fast, easy access 
to less complex but still important information. 

We empower everyone in their work, lifting the burden of stifling admin.  
And putting an end to those everyday frustrations that together can make it  
hard to keep smiling.

How many times do people spend longer trying to get information than the time 
they actually spend using it? 

The average business has over 30 different systems running. That’s 30+ different 
passwords to forget. Worse, software is often installed in one department only – 
and jealously guarded – leaving others unable to get into it, or tempted to devise 
workarounds. Not good for any organisation’s efficiency, alignment and control.
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Routine tasks 
made intuitively 
simple

You’re a salesperson wanting to know details about 
your customer – invoices paid, credit limits, etc. But you 
can’t access the accounting system, so you have to ask 
someone in finance. 

Multiply that by all your colleagues in the same fix and it’s a wonder the finance 
team have any time to do their day job.

Cumbersome tasks that ought to be a breeze, siloed systems that erect 
unnecessary barriers – not nice. So, we asked: What if business software was as 
easy to handle as the apps we use on our phones, to do our banking, buy stuff or 
book a holiday? 

Expense claims, purchasing requests, booking leave, all instantly approved 
without bottlenecks, bother or hassle. Shift handovers a thing of the past as the 
system automatically updates your colleagues, easily and simply. Dashboards 
with critical analytics at your fingertips, designed specifically for your role and 
needs. Routine tasks made as intuitively simple as a few clicks.

Now isn’t that something to smile about?

Cumbersome tasks that ought to be  
a breeze, siloed systems that erect  
unnecessary barriers – not nice Work that doesn’t 

feel like work

The Access 
Workspace vision

Routine tasks made 
intuitively simple
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What you  
need, when  
you need it

The brilliant thing about Access Workspace apps is that 
they cater precisely to the different needs of different 
users. While the system specialists in finance, HR or 
operations use the full functionality of the relevant 
software, others may only want a simple approval, a quick 
update, a single set of data, or a snapshot analysis.

But the specialist user doesn’t want to field multiple minor queries. That’s why we 
based our design thinking on a job role perspective, putting what each individual 
user needs to know – and no more – at their fingertips. If colleagues have regular 
requirements but don’t need a full system, then we offer an app for that!  

When we all have instant access to just what we need, when we need it – 
not burdened with more, not frustrated with less – then productivity and 
achievement soar.

When you don’t need training to find what you need, because the design  
of the app is so intuitive, we naturally engage.

This is what Access Workspace delivers. Our unique platform integrates all 
Access software, works with a single data view and is available with a single  
sign-on. 

What you need, when you need it, 
quickly and easily

Work that doesn’t 
feel like work

The Access 
Workspace vision

Routine tasks made 
intuitively simple
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Work that 
doesn’t feel  
like work

Traditionally there are two types of software company. 
On the one hand: specialist providers of sophisticated, 
functionally rich, operationally specific software for 
power users and a single department’s use. On the other: 
vendors of multiple software products, all on one common 
platform, but typically less powerful or functionally rich.  

We don’t ask you to choose. Access Workspace gives you the benefits of high-
performance software together with the convenience of a single platform, plus 
quick and simple access to information right across your organisation. 

Powerful Access functionality, routine tasks made easy, and teams working the 
way they want to work. Everyone’s happy. 

Routine tasks made easy, and 
teams working the way they  
want to work. 

Work that doesn’t 
feel like work

The Access 
Workspace vision

Routine tasks made 
intuitively simple
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Freedom  
to do more

So, are you in a rut? Or in the groove? Does everything 
seem to take too long and it’s hard to get things done?  
Or is everyone working happily and productively,  
feeling like they are really on a roll? 

When business software feels this good, when it works the way you want to work, 
you’re performing at your best and free to achieve so much more. With Access 
Workspace, you have more time for the job you are passionate about. More time 
to do more of what’s important for you and your organisation. 

And yes, more times when your software makes you smile.

The Access Group
The Access Group has been recognised in The Sunday Times Tech Track 100 in 2019 and is 
a leading provider of business software to mid-sized UK organisations. It helps more than 
32,000 customers across commercial and not-for-profit sectors become more productive 
and efficient. Its innovative Access Workspace cloud platform transforms the way business 
software is used, giving every employee the freedom to do more.

Established in 1991, The Access Group, with an enterprise valuation  
of over £1billion, employs more than 2,300 staff. 

For more information about The Access Group, visit: www.theaccessgroup.com/ 
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